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To: Jody Olsen, Director 

Anne Hughes, Chief Compliance Officer 

From: Kathy A. Buller, Inspector General 

Subject: Management Advisory Report: Managing the Suspension of Peace Corps/Kenya: 

A Case Study (IG-18-02-SR) 

Date: September 14, 2018 

The purpose of this Management Advisory Report (MAR) is to alert you to how the agency 

managed aspects of the suspension of Peace Corps/Kenya and provide recommendations for 

improvement. This report outlines the steps that the Peace Corps took from July 2014 until July 

2018 to manage the suspension of Peace Corps/Kenya. The agency’s approach revealed some 

deficiencies in the process of managing suspended posts generally. As a result, we have made 

two recommendations to address those deficiencies.  

The agency may provide a response to the two recommendations within 45 days of the issuance 

of the report. Should a response be provided, the report will be updated to include them in 

Appendix A.  

Synopsis 

The Peace Corps established a program in Kenya in 1964 and has since sent over 5,000 

Volunteers to serve in Kenya. Peace Corps Kenya supported 123 Volunteers and Trainees in FY 

2012 and 100 in FY 2013. Violence in Kenya raised concerns among agency officials about 

security risks for Volunteers, and the agency cancelled a new training group scheduled to arrive 

in 2014. In July 2014, the 55 Volunteers serving in Kenya at the time were evacuated due to 

escalating security concerns, and the program was suspended.1 The 35 Peace Corps/Kenya staff 

were not dismissed from their employment following the departure of Volunteers, however, 

because the agency believed the suspension would be temporary. The agency assessed the 

security environment in Kenya in the spring of 2015 and briefly considered lifting the 

suspension, but subsequent violence in the country derailed these efforts. A year later, in April 

2016, the Director approved a plan to return with a small number of Volunteers and a narrowly 

focused program, but the plan was not implemented. Peace Corps/Kenya’s workforce was not 

reduced until June 2017. In late 2017, headquarters management began the process to close the 

office in Nairobi, three and a half years after Volunteers were evacuated.  

1 In September 2013, militants seized the Westgate shopping mall in Nairobi and killed more than 60 people. In June 

2014, 48 people were killed when militants attacked hotels and a police station near the island resort of Lamu. 

Several smaller attacks targeted public transportation vehicles, which were a type of transportation commonly used 

by Volunteers.  
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Figure 1 shows a summary of key events from the July 2014 suspension through the 

implementation of closing the Peace Corps office in Kenya nearly four years later. 

 
 

Figure 1: Timeline of the Suspension of Peace Corps/Kenya. 

Results 

The Africa Regional Director did not timely adjust Peace Corps/Kenya’s staffing levels after 

deciding to significantly downsize the program.  

Peace Corps managers reported to OIG that after Volunteers were evacuated from Peace 

Corps/Kenya in July 2014, the agency anticipated a short-term suspension and chose not to 

reduce staffing at the post’s offices in Nairobi to facilitate re-entry. Managers said that removing 

staff and rehiring them later when the Volunteers returned would have been costlier than keeping 

them employed over a limited period. Managers reported, however, that the suspension was 

prolonged by ongoing safety and security concerns in Kenya.  

A regional Safety and Security Officer conducted a pre-assessment visit to explore options for 

future operations in Kenya in January 2015. In March 2015, eight months after the suspension, 

the agency more comprehensively assessed prospects for lifting the suspension to return 

Volunteers to Kenya. The agency’s safety and security staff who conducted a security 

assessment briefed managers that the program should not resume its former footprint and 

recommended that, should Volunteers return, the agency should plan for a phased re-entry in 

Kenya’s western area to mitigate safety and security risks. The staff did not propose the size of 

the returning Volunteer group but recommended using reinstated Kenya Volunteers and Peace 
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Corps Response Volunteers before regular two-year Volunteers. Due to staff turnover and lack of 

documentation, OIG was unable to determine to what extent agency managers accepted this 

assessment or considered adjusting Kenya’s staffing levels. In FY 2015 there were, on average, 

31 staff including one US direct hire, administrative staff continuing day-to-day operations, and 

programming staff who continued to support the evacuated Volunteers’ projects in the 

communities they served.  

In February 2016, 19 months after the suspension, officials 

from the Office of Safety and Security (OSS) and Office of 

Global Operations (OGO) conducted another security 

assessment to evaluate the viability of re-entering with a 

small footprint of Volunteers in the western area of Kenya. 

The results of the assessment were not documented but the 

officials briefed agency leaders that the suspension could be 

lifted to reinstate a much smaller and decentralized program. 

Agency managers informed OIG that it would have taken 

many years to scale up the proposed program, which 

undercut the agency’s initial rationale that the program 

would quickly return to its former size. Managers also 

reported that the proposed program would shift operations 

and staff out of Nairobi, but the agency did not identify 

which staff, if any, would have been willing to relocate to 

western Kenya to support the program. Several agency 

officials with whom we spoke maintained that only three or 

four Kenyan staff were in fact willing to relocate. For these reasons, the security assessment 

should have resulted in a workforce reduction in Kenya.  

Africa regional management developed a re-entry plan following the assessment, which the 

Director approved in April 2016, but it did not sufficiently address staffing adjustments for the 

much smaller, decentralized program. The plan aimed to place “about ten” Response Volunteers 

in western Kenya in late 2016, with 5 more the following year. The plan provided that “Over the 

course of the first year, the preponderance of staff will be relocated to the western regional office 

or be released if they are not able to relocate.” As previously noted, agency officials we 

interviewed believed that only a few staff would relocate. Thus, the region could have begun 

planning for the release of most of the staff without delay. The region could have also planned 

the release of non-essential staff who would no longer have a role in the much smaller, narrowly 

focused program, yet the plan did not make provisions to assess the staffing footprint until after 

the arrival of Volunteers.  

Managers reported to OIG that Africa regional management did not begin to consider 

downsizing staff until August 2016, and an actual reduction in staff was not executed until June 

2017, with the release of 12 staff. Managers said that the post was reduced to 18 essential staff 

required to maintain operations, including some programming staff due to ongoing activities for 

which the post was still receiving PEPFAR funding. The Office of Safety and Security 

Figure 2: Approximate Area of Programming 
Interest for Peace Corps/Kenya's Proposed 
Re-entry. 
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conducted another limited review in the wake of Kenya’s disputed presidential election held in 

August 2017. The review determined again that the only viable initial re-entry was a small 

program in the western area. For reasons related to the small size and limited growth potential of 

the recommended re-entry, Agency leadership decided to close the office in Nairobi and phase 

out the remaining staff. Most were released during a second reduction in staff in June 2018, and 

the last staff departed one month later in July 2018. Table 1 shows the length of time that staff 

were maintained without Volunteers at the post. 

Conclusion 

Several factors contributed to the prolonged continuation of Kenya’s pre-suspension staffing 

levels. The re-entry plan signed by the Director in April 2016 did not sufficiently address staffing 

needs under the new plan and generally did not provide a clear or complete picture of how the 

plan would affect staffing the new office. Changes in the agency’s leadership also impacted re-

entry planning. Headquarters staff we interviewed said that disruptions from the leadership 

transition in late 2016 and early 2017 resulted in less focus on the Kenya suspension and that 

managers in acting roles had been reluctant to make a major decision that could be questioned by 

their successors, like closing a high-profile post with a long, successful history. In addition, high-

level managers did not adequately record key decisions and recommendations related to the 

Kenya suspension, and the incoming management team lacked important information to guide 

their decision-making. Such documentation could also be used to help better inform Congress of  

2 55 Volunteers were evacuated in the fourth quarter of FY 2014. 
3 Proposed on-board strength of 10 Volunteers was approved in April 2016 but not implemented. 
4 Proposed on-board strength of 15 Volunteers was approved in April 2016 but not implemented. 
5 Staff numbers provided by the agency for FYs 2012-13 reflect operational plan projections. The remainder reflect 

average staff levels. 

Table 1: Peace Corps/Kenya Staff, Volunteers, and Operation Costs by Fiscal Year 

FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 20142 FY 2015 FY 20163 FY 20174 FY 2018 

Volunteer 

Onboard Strength 
123 100 0 0 0 0 0 

Average Staff5 32 35 31.7 30 30 25.2 16.1 

Funding 

Appropriated to 

Peace Corps 

$2,316,457 $2,093,821 $2,158,690 $1,667,844 $1,401,043 $1,061,115 $802,416 

PEPFAR Funding $1,547,400  $1,549,806  $1,377,427  $1,004,150  $1,454,132  $1,044,987 $722,431 

Total Planned 

Operating Costs $3,863,857 $3,643,627 $3,536,117 $2,671,994 $2,855,175 $2,106,102 $1,524,848 
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agency deliberations and actions when consultation and notification is required.6 Lastly, we 

could not identify guidance or policy concerning the management of post suspensions that would 

direct senior staff to determine staffing levels of suspended posts. The agency executes post 

suspensions based on situational assessments, knowledge or experience with past suspensions, 

and input from relevant managers.   

OIG concluded that the reduction in staff should have been implemented in April 2016, once the 

post was approved to reopen, or possibly even earlier, following the safety and security 

assessment in March 2015. Due to the unnecessary delay in staff reduction, the funds used to 

maintain non-essential staff in Peace Corps/Kenya could have been put to better use. The 

combined salaries of non-essential staff members released in June 2017 amounted to 

approximately $25,000 per month. Based on this approximation, over the 14-month period from 

the re-entry plan approval in 2016 to the reduction in staff in 2017, the agency could have put to 

better use approximately $350,000. If calculated from the time of the earlier safety and security 

assessment in 2015, this figure would reach approximately $675,000. Our assessment is based on 

our limited-scope review of the timeliness of the staffing reductions and may not contain the 

total amount resulting from maintaining staff at the post for multiple years. Approximating the 

total amount of funds that could have been put to better use would require a more comprehensive 

review, including an assessment of the appropriateness of core staff designations, the range of 

staff activities conducted during the suspension, and the nature of expenditures during the period 

in question.  

We recommend: 

1. That the Director develop guidelines and a process for staff to

periodically assess the suitability of staffing levels at suspended

posts, and to make timely reduction in staff decisions. The process

should include, at minimum, staff from the Director’s office,

Regional Operations Office, Office of Safety and Security, Office

of Global Operations, Congressional Relations, General Counsel,

Office of the Chief Financial Officer.

2. That the Director maintain adequate documentation of key

decisions and recommendations related to opening, closing, and

suspending any overseas office or country program.

6 Successive Peace Corps appropriation acts since 2009 have required “[t]hat any decision to open, close, 

significantly reduce, or suspend a domestic or overseas office or country program shall be subject to prior 

consultation with, and the regular notification procedures of, the Committees on Appropriations, except that prior 

consultation and regular notification procedures may be waived when there is a substantial security risk to 

volunteers or other Peace Corps personnel, pursuant to section 7015(e) of this Act….”  In reviewing Peace Corps 

related correspondence, OIG notes that in July 2014 the Peace Corps notified the Committees on Appropriations of 

its decision to suspend the program in Kenya and informally communicated in May 2016 with appropriations staff 

regarding its intent to restart the Kenya program. However, the plan to restart the program was not implemented. 
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cc: Michelle Brooks, Chief of Staff 

Carl Sosebee, Senior Advisor to the Director 

Maura Fulton, Senior Advisor to the Director
Kathy Stroker, Deputy General Counsel
Patrick Young, Associate Director, Office of Global Operations 

Johnathan Miller, Regional Director, Africa Region 

Julie Burns, Chief of Operations, Africa Region 

Shawn Bardwell, Associate Director, Office of Safety and Security 

Richard Swarttz, Chief Financial Officer 

Matthew McKinney, Deputy Chief of Staff/White House Liaison 

Joel Frushone, Associate Director, Office of External Affairs 

Nancy Herbolsheimer, Director, Office of Congressional Relations 

Steve Dillingham, Director, Office of Strategic Information, Research, and 

Planning Traci DiMartini, Chief Human Capital Officer 

Robert Shanks, General Counsel 

Angela Kissel, Compliance Officer 

IGChron 

IG 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Kathy Buller, Inspector General 

From: Anne Hughes, Chief Compliance Officer 

Date: October 18, 2018  

CC: Jody Olsen, Director 

Michelle Brooks, Chief of Staff 

Matthew McKinney, Deputy Chief of Staff/White House Liaison 

Carl Sosebee, Senior Advisor to the Director 

Maura Fulton, Senior Advisor to the Director 

Robert Shanks, General Counsel 

Patrick Young, Associate Director, Office of Global Operations 

Richard Swarttz, Chief Financial Officer 

Shawn Bardwell, Associate Director, Office of Safety and Security 

Jill Carty, Acting Associate Director, Office of Health Services 

Traci DiMartini, Chief Human Capital Officer 

Tina Williams, Acting Associate Director, Office of Volunteer Recruitment and 

Selection 

Johnathan Miller, Regional Director, Africa Region 

Greg Huger, Regional Director, Inter-America and the Pacific Region 

Doug Warnecke, Acting Regional Director, Europe, Mediterranean, and Asia 

Region 

Nancy Herbolsheimer, Director, Office of Congressional Relations 

Subject: Agency Response to the Management Advisory Report: Managing the Suspension 

of Peace Corps/Kenya:  A Case Study (IG-18-02-SR) 

The agency would like to thank the Office of Inspector General for their continued cooperation 

on this Management Advisory Report and the two accompanying recommendations, both of 

which the agency is in concurrence.   

There is one point of clarification the agency wishes to make with regard to Table 1: Peace 

Corps/Kenya Staff, Volunteers, and Operations Costs by Fiscal Year.  During this period of 

uncertainty, the agency strove to economize on expenditures, spending well below what was 

initially budgeted between FY 2014-2017.  Table 1 lists the amounts of funding appropriated to 

Peace Corps and PEPFAR Funding from FY 2012-2018.     

APPENDIX A: AGENCY RESPONSE TO THE REPORT
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The table below represents the budgeted information presented in Table 1, along with actual 

expenditures for FY 2014-2017.  During this time period, actual expenditures were $3,682,929, 

or 33%, under budget.  

FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 

Total Costs & 

Average 

Variance % 

Funding 

Appropriated 

to Peace 

Corps 

$2,158,690 $1,667,844 $1,401,043 $1,061,115 - 

Actual 

Expenditure 
$1,812,284 $1,283,925 $1,055,557 $859,205 - 

PEPFAR 

Funding 
$1,377,427 $1,004,150 $1,454,132 $1,044,987 - 

Actual 

Expenditure 
$795,803 $519,141 $573,622 $586,922 - 

Total Planned 

Operating 

Costs 

$3,536,117 $2,671,994 $2,855,175 $2,106,102 $11,169,388 

Total Actual 

Operating 

Costs 

$2,608,087 $1,803,066 $1,629,179 $1,446,127 $7,486,459 

Variance $928,030 $868,928 $1,225,996 $659,975 $3,682,929 

26% 33% 43% 31% 33% 

Recommendation 1   

That the Director develop guidelines and a process for staff to periodically assess the 

suitability of staffing levels at suspended posts, and to make timely reduction in staff 

decisions. The process should include, at minimum, staff from the Director’s office, 

Regional Operations Office, Office of Safety and Security, Office of Global Operations, 

Congressional Relations, General Counsel, Office of the Chief Financial Officer. 

Concur  
Response:  The agency recognizes the utility of outlining a process for periodically assessing the 

suitability of staffing levels at suspended posts.  The Offices of the Director, Global Operations, 

Safety and Security, External Affairs, the General Counsel, the Chief Financial Officer and 

Human Resources will collaborate to update and revise MS 341 Non-Emergency Post Closing.  

In revising this policy, these offices will develop a process that outlines these types of periodic 

assessments, including guidance on which offices must be involved and what type of 

documentation must be produced.   
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Documents to be Submitted: 

 Revised MS 341 Non-Emergency Post Closing

Status and Timeline for Completion: 

April 2019 

Recommendation 2  

That the Director maintain adequate documentation of key decisions and recommendations 

related to opening, closing, and suspending any overseas office or country program. 

Concur  
Response:  The agency will issue guidance to accompany MS 340 Opening a Post and MS 341 

Non-Emergency Post Closing that details which types of documents must be maintained in 

relation to opening, closing, and suspending any overseas office or country program.  This 

guidance will reference and correspond with the agency’s records schedule. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

 Guidance for MS 340 Opening a Post and MS 341 Non-Emergency Post Closing

regarding document retention as it relates to these two policies and the agency’s

records schedule

Status and Timeline for Completion: 

April 2019 
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APPENDIX B: OIG COMMENTS 

Management concurred with both recommendations. OIG will review and consider closing 

recommendations 1 and 2 when the documentation reflected in the agency’s response is received. 

We wish to note that, in closing recommendations, we are not certifying that the agency has 

taken these actions or that we have reviewed their effect. Certifying compliance and verifying 

effectiveness are management’s responsibilities. However, when we feel it is warranted, we may 

conduct a follow-up review to confirm that action has been taken and to evaluate the impact. 




